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ψ࣏ڶնֺۍፊᎅૉ़ऄωΔאছ
ڶնۍଡֺΔፊᎅՕଊऄऱழଢΔ܃
ᎅ৻ᏖᑌΛהଚຟ࿇߆ԱΜຍնۍଡ
ֺԳԳຟںۘނങՂΔຍᏖΰՂԳ
ψࡊࡊࡊωᜢα༉ၒԱΙၒऱΔ
լᦫ܃ຍଡऄΜլᦫ܃ຍଡ़Δψຍऄ
৻Ꮦᄎ़Λωהଚ༉ၒԱΖ
הଚψधጊլॾದஆᠦװωΚຍն
ֺۍፊᎅૉ़ऄΔ༉ቝधఁڍጊۿ
ऱΔൕஆՂದߪ༉ߨԱΖຍधఁ壄Δ܃
ଚ߄ऱᡖጊৰڍऱΔ߄ڇ٧ՂΔߨԫ
ޡΔᦫ߷ଡ٧լΙߨԫޡΔᦫຍଡ
٧լΖչᏖΛ߄ᎅΚψ࣠ڕຍ٧
ԫΔݺ༉լመࣾԱΔຍᄎൾࠩࣾ㠪Μ
ૉຍ٧լΔ༉ਢ٧ଯഒࡐऱΔլᄎ
ൾࠩࣾ㠪װΖωຍधጊΖࢬ܃אᝑչ
ᏖऄΔהՈլઌॾऱΔຍψधጊլ
ॾωΖ
ψጻࣔဆ៳ח৸墿තֱ֚܂
ঁωΚຍழଢۯڶጻࣔဆ៳Δחה৸墿
ත֚ऱ֚׆ঁֱ܂ΔᎅΚψװ܃
הଚչᏖΔ৻ᏖຟߨԱࡋΛωຍה
ଚ܂ԫଡֱঁΖψත֚ߢΚߊΜ᜕
ࠌܖޥࣾਁ۟װחΔլ౨ڼڕנऄ
॰ωΚຍۯත֚༉ᜰנԫଡᤝᎅԱΔ
᜕ྥחຍնۍଡֺߨװΔߨࠩਁࣾޥ
㤡߷Ꮦ९ऱழၴΔהଚՈၒנլװຍ
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Commentary:
In the past, five hundred bhiksus became doubtful and
disbelieved when they heard the prajna teaching regarding
emptiness. In the past, there were five hundred bhikshus. What
do you suppose they did when they heard the Mahayana Dharma?
They all went crazy. These five hundred bhikshus stopped up their
ears and ran far away without any desire to listen to the Dharma
being spoken. They did not want to listen to the Dharma of
emptiness (wondering how can dharma be empty?) As a result, they
ran away.
Arising from their seats, they departed. When these five
hundred bhikshus heard the prajna dharma of emptiness, they were
doubtful like foxes with doubts. They got up from their seats and
left. Fox spirits are always suspicious. Every step they walk on ice,
they listen to see if there is a cracking noise. Why is that? They say,
“If the ice cracks, I will fall into the river. If the ice does not crack,
it means the ice is thick and frozen, and the fox will not fall.” This
is considered being suspicious. Therefore, whatever Dharma you
speak to it, it will not believe in it. This is “being suspicious like
foxes.”
The Bodhisattva Net Brightness instructed the Brahma
God Beneficial Consideration to devise an expedient means to
instruct them. At this time, there is a Bodhisattva Net Brightness
who causes the Brahma God Beneficial Consideration to devise
skillful means and says, “Go and take a look to see what they are
doing. Why have all of them left?” This is an expedient. The
Brahma God replied, “Good man! Even if they were allowed
to depart for as many kalpas as there are grains of sand in the
Ganges River, they could not escape this truth. This Brahma
Gold gave an analogy and said, “Although these five hundred

़ऱऄ॰Ζڂ़ऱऄ॰ץਔԫ֊Δڶ܃
ऄၒװנΖ
ڇᜰנԫଡᤝΔቝչᏖࡋΛψᤝ
ڕᡴԳ࣍ဠ़Δඍ़ۖߨωΚ༉ړቝڶଡ
ჟᅦऱԳΔࢢהչᏖࡋΛࢢဠ़ΔᎅΚψফ
ܴΔຍဠ़ܴΔࢢױݺຍဠ़Μຍဠ़່լ
ړऱΔݺᠦၲຍଡဠ़Μωהඍ़༉ၒΔ
ၒΜၒΜၒΜψ۟ࢬڇΔլᠦဠ़ωΚၒ
ࠩԫଡֱچΔڇהຍଡֱچΔᝫၒנဠ़
װΖ٦ၒΔ٦ၒΔၒีլ౨ၒԱΔא
ຍڶဠ़ԱΖᝫਢڇဠ़㠪ᙰΜ٦ၒΔԾ
ၒΔၒีၒլ೯ԱΖ٦Δᝫਢڇဠ
़㠪ᙰΜ܃Δຍլᠦဠ़Μ
ψڼ壆ֺΔٍ༚ڕਢωΚᦫߠᎅૉ
़ऄ༉ၒऱຍࠄଡֺΔ༉ቝ߷ଡᡴԳࢢဠ
़ԫᑌऱΔၒΔ܃౨ၒנຍဠ़ႯΛၒլנ
װऱΖψឈ༚װΔլ़נઌωΚឈྥהၒ
ԱৰৰऱΔᝫਢၒլ़װנऱᒤ㠪ᙰ
װΖࢢ܃ຍଡ़ቪΔߨΜ౨ߨԱႯΛຍլ
܀լ़נઌΔՈψլྤנઌΔլ܂ྤנઌωˁ
ψԾڕԫԳޣဠ़ωΚԾڶԫଡֺ
ֱΔړቝԫଡԳהլਢࢢဠ़Δۖਢუဠ
़Ζٺהބװဠ़Δψࣟ۫ቍߨωΚה
ࣟၒၒΔ۫ၒၒΖࣟၒၒΔݺބဠ
़Ι۫ၒၒΔԾݺބဠ़Ζψߢݺ
़Δݺ़ωΚהᎅΚψݺᣋრࠩဠ
़Δݺᣋრࠩຍଡဠ़Δ܃ଚᓴނဠ़
ݺΛωψਢԳ܀ᎅဠ़ڗټΔۖլ़ωΚ
ຍଡԳუބဠ़Δ܀ᎅဠ़ڗټΔڂהլ
ᎁᢝဠ़ΔࢬאՈլ़ࠩΖψ़࣍խ۩Δ
ۖլߠ़ωΚה༉़ڇ㠪ᢰߨሁΔۖߠլထ
ຍଡဠ़Ζ
ψڼ壆ֺΔٍ༚ڕਢωΚၒऱຍࠄ
ଡֺΔՈቝຍଡԳԫᑌऱΖ܃ᎅຍਢᜣࣔ
ԳΛᝫਢჟᅦԳΛψ௳ޣΔ۩௳խۖ
լ௳ωΚ܃უᢞ௳Δ܃ឈ௳ڇ
㠪ᙰଥ۩ΔՈլवሐຍଡਢ௳Ζ
ψࢬृא۶ωΚչᏖࡋڂΛψဠ़܀
ڗټڶΔլױ࠷Ι௳ٍ༚ڕਢΔټڶ܀
ۖڗլױωΚࢬᎅຍଡ௳Δ༉ਢڶԫ
ଡڗټΖ௳ຍଡऄΔ،ڶԫଡ᧯ઌΖՈ
༉ړቝԫ֊ऄڕဠ़Δ௳ऄՈቝဠ़Δឈ

bhikshus have left for eons as many as sands in the Gange’s River,
they will not be able to leave the Dharma door of emptiness. Since
the dharma door of emptiness includes everything, there is no way
one can escape from it.
Now, there is an analogy. What do these people resemble? They
are like a fool who, fearing emptiness, tries to walk away from
emptiness. They are just like a fool. What are they afraid of? They
fear emptiness and say, “Ah, emptiness. That is what I am afraid of!
Empty space is the worst. I want to leave this space!” He renounced
empty space and ran, and ran, and ran. No matter where he goes,
he does not leave emptiness behind. He ran until he was exhausted
and could not run anymore, mistakenly thinking empty space is no
longer existent but he is still in it. He ran again and again until he
couldn’t move. Looking again, he is still in empty space. You see, he
never left empty space.
Those bhiksus are just like that. Those bhikshus who ran away
upon hearing the prajna dharma of emptiness are like stupid people
fearing empty space. They ran away but could you escape the empty
space. No, you cannot. Although they may go a long way, they
cannot leave the mark of emptiness. Though they can run far away,
they still cannot escape the boundary of empty space. You are afraid
of empty space and want to leave it. But can you actually run away
from it? They cannot leave the mark of emptiness, nor can they leave
the mark of nothingness, nor leave the mark of effortlessness.
They are also like a man who seeks emptiness. There is another
analogy. It’s like another person not fearing emptiness but desiring
emptiness and looking for it all over the place. Racing east and west.
He runs to the east and the west, saying, “I want to find empty space.”
He says, ‘I want emptiness! I want emptiness!’ He says, “I wish
to attain emptiness; I wish to attain emptiness. Who can give me
emptiness?” That man merely says the name of emptiness; he does
not perceive emptiness. This person wants to look for emptiness and
speaks the name of emptiness. Since he does not recognize emptiness,
he cannot attain it. He walks in emptiness but does not perceive it.
He actually walks in space and yet does not see empty space.
Those bhiksus are also like that. Those bhikshus who ran away
are just like this person. Do you say this is a clever person or a stupid
person? Desiring to attain nirvana, they practice in the midst of
nirvana and do not attain it. You wish to obtain the certification
of nirvana. Although you cultivate in nirvana, you don’t know this
is nirvana.
For what reason? What are the reasons? Nirvana is merely a
name, and just like emptiness which is merely a name, it cannot
be obtained. Therefore, nirvana is just a name, and its dharma has
no substance. Just as all dharmas are like emptiness, so is the dharma
of nirvana. Although you say you can realize nirvana, it is only a
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ྥᎅ܃ᢞΔ܀ਢՈቝဠ़ႛႛڶଡڗټΔ
܃լނאױ،ஞࠐΖᎅΚψނݺဠ़ஞࠐΜ
௳ނஞࠐΜω܃ஞԱଡչᏖΛ
ψܠԳઔߒ۵ඒΔᅝव۵ඒԯऄඒ
ՈωΚݺଚຍࢬڶઔߒ۵ඒऱԳΔᚨᇠवሐ
۵ඒԯऄඒՈΖጐဠ़ሙऄຟਢ۵ऄऱ
।Δڶ၌נ۵ඒհ؆Μጐဠ़ሙऄΔ
ຟਢ۵ඒךየऱֱچΜψਚྤഏᤄհ։ωΚ
Ոڶᎅਢຍଡ۵ඒਢֲءऱ۵ඒΔ߷ଡਢ
խഏऱ۵ඒΔ߷ଡਢٱ৫ऱ۵ඒΔ߷ଡਢᙔ
ᥞΕᒱߋΔࢨृਢഏऱΔਢୌԫഏ୮റڶ
ऱ۵ඒΖլਢऱΔຍྤഏᤄհ։Μ
ψ۵ඒृԯԳԳඒՈΔਚྤ୮அհ
ߏωΔ۵ඒ༉ਢԫଡԳԳऱࡲඒΔࢬא۵ඒ
ڶᎅਢψຍਢݺ୮㠪ऱΔຍਢ܃୮㠪ऱΔ
߷ਢ۞ݺաऱΜຍਢߏԳऱΜωڶຍଡΔ
լਢຍᑌऱΜψ۵ඒृฒسඒՈΔਚྤጟ
ගհߠωΔ۵ඒՈฒسඒΔࢬאՈڶԫ
ଡጟගΔᎅਢຍਢػጟԳऱΔ߷ਢ႓ጟԳ
ऱΔ߷ਢ႕ጟԳऱΖڶऱΜڶጟගհ
ߠΔլڶאױຍጟऱߠᇞڇ㠪ᙰΖ
ψ۵ճωΚ۵ڶᎅመΔψԫ֊ฒسઃڶ
۵ࢤΔઃ܂۵ΖωࢬאψॾፖլॾΔᑉழ
հംᠲዿωΚॾ܃۵ඒࡉլॾ۵ඒΔຍਢᑉ
ழၴऱԫଡംᠲΖψਝլ౨၌נऄΔঞ݁
ڇ۵ऄܶߛհխωΚ܃ਝྥլ౨ၒנຍଡऄ
հ؆װΔঞྤᓵୌԫଡຟڇ۵ऄ㠪ᙰץਔ
ထΔڶၒװנΖψ෫شωΚຍլشᎅࠐ
ᇞຍଡംᠲΖ
ψழນ८ଶᆖฃᇞωΚڇሖࠩ
π८ଶᆖฃᇞρΖݺᝑᇞऱᆖ༉ψฃ
ᇞωΔא৵ୌԫຝຟฃᇞΖψ֛հհॣΔ
֧հᑇߢΔਢݧωΚڇຍٱבऱၲࡨΔݺ
ڍ塒چᎅ༓ᇩΔش،ࠐݧ܂ΖΓ
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name. You cannot say, “I can show you emptiness! I can show you
nirvana!” What can you show?
We who investigate the Buddha’s teaching should know that
the Buddha’s teaching is the teaching of the Dharma Realm.
Those of us who investigate Buddhism should know that Buddhism
is the teaching of the Dharma Realm. To the ends of empty space and
extending throughout the Dharma Realm, all is the manifestation
of Buddhadharma and nothing is beyond Buddhism. Exhausting
empty space and pervading the Dharma Realm, every place is filled
with Buddhism! It is not differentiated into national traditions.
There is no distinction among Buddhism from Japan, China, India,
Sri Lanka, Burma, or Thailand. Buddhism does not belong to any
country. There is no distinction among any nationality.
The Buddha’s teaching is the teaching of all people; it is
not divided by family interests. Buddhism belongs to everyone.
Therefore, one should not discriminate and say, “Buddhism belongs
to my family and it’s my own! It’s private!” The Buddha’s teaching
is the teaching of living beings; it is without racial prejudice.
Buddhism is also known as the teachings of living beings. Therefore,
it does not belong to any ethnic group. It does not belong to
Caucasians, Asians, or African Americans. There is no ethnic bias.
There are no such viewpoints.
The Buddha said, “All living beings have the Buddha-nature.
All can become Buddhas.” Therefore, whether you believe or not
makes no difference because eventually you will come to believe. It
is only a matter of time. It is just an issue of time whether you believe
in Buddhism or not. Since nothing can go beyond the Dharma
Realm, everything is equally enveloped by the Buddhadharma.
Since you cannot run outside of the Dharma Realm, everyone is
included in the Buddhadharma regardless of who you are. What
more is there to say? There is no need to debate this issue.
On the advent of the first publication of this English
translation of A General Explanation of the Vajra Sutra.” Now
is the occasion of the English translation of the General Explanation
of the Vajra Sutra. From now on, the commentaries I make on any
sutra will be called “general or brief explanations.” I have judiciously
added these few words of preface. For this initial printing of the
commentary, I have added a few extra words as a preface.

